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THE BUSINESS 

Net Gains

W hile most of us still live in the real
world, it’s in the virtual world
where much of our business gets

transacted these days. This means it’s crucial
for any business to make its website one of its
top priorities. And, as the internet becomes
one giant visual showcase, it’s particularly
important for photographers.
Unless you have a lot of spare time on your

hands, and are clued up about code and search
engine optimisation (SEO), you’ll want to
commission somebody else to create your
website for you. Luckily, there are lots of busi-
nesses offering website design and implemen-
tation, which has driven down the cost from
the £thousands it used to cost to get a site up
and running to as little as £100 per annum, or
£20 per month, depending on who you go to
and the level of ‘bespoke-ness’ required.
Cheapest isn’t always best, of course. The

freelances we spoke to for this article were
clear that it’s essential to choose an outfit that
understands the specialist requirements pho-
tographers have - not least the ability to
upload a large number of images. All the
services we’ve highlighted here are able to
handle photographers’ exacting demands.

Zenfolio
Originating in the USA and entering the UK
market two years ago, this all-in-one website
creation and hosting service is pitched at
photographers, for the affordable sum of
£100 per year. For this, you get unlimited

uploads, full control over the look of your
site, and ‘robust’ marketing tools. 
One advantage of Zenfolio for UK users

is that it has hooked up with One Vision
Imaging, to enable print fulfilment when
clients order direct from the e-commerce
section of your site, and offering multi-cur-
rency selling. Furthermore, all Zenfolio
accounts now come with blogging facilities,
which boosts SEO, plus sites can be browsed
as smoothly on a smartphone as a desktop
PC. Zenfolio can provide a complete portfo-
lio and presentation solution, or alternative-
ly just client galleries, which allows a selling
facility to be bolted onto an existing site. 

www.zenfolio.com

Duncan Grove
Wimbledon-based sports photographer
Duncan Grove has been using Zenfolio’s serv-
ices for many years, and has nothing but praise
for the way it has been able to come up with
solutions for his ever-changing requirements.
He’s even been able to devise a novel solution
to simplify the delivery of images to clients.
“It was critical to me that my website did-

n’t look like everyone else’s”, says Grove.
“What Zenfolio has provided me with is a
site that is infinitely customisable. I can get
the look that I want, which is big in-your-face
pictures of tennis players and so on.
Although I’m pretty IT literate, I don’t want
to be a website designer. Thankfully, with
Zenfolio I don’t need to know code in order

to tweak my site, and I was able to create the
site that you see now within two hours.
“Originally, I had a big issue with Zenfolio

being based in the States, and that almost
stopped me signing up, as at the time they only
offered email support. However, in the event
of my having an issue, Zenfolio’s online sup-
port has proved to be the very best that I have
experienced. They come back to you very
quickly, with helpful, positive responses. 
“They now have telephone support as

well, but I’ve never needed to use it. Because
I understand the basics of it, my questions
are quite sophisticated, but they respond
effectively, know their business, and give me
the answers I need. 
“What really makes Zenfolio work for me

is that I use a Lightroom plug-in by Jeffrey
Friedl, which allows me to use Lightroom’s
publishing facility to update my Zenfolio site.
Plus, when clients want photographs, they can
click favourites on my site, and share them with
me, to show me which ones they want. I’m then
able to use another plug-in that’s free from
Zenfolio, to download the list of images, which
are moved automatically to a collection in
Lightroom. So I’m able to grab those images,
re-size them, put a watermark on them and
send them via YouSendIt. That’s very useful.
“The Zenfolio solution has helped me

make money faster and more easily. People
I’ve never heard of - such as Boat Race crew
members and their families - visit my website
and buy. And, if you type ‘accredited
Wimbledon photographer’ into Google, my
website will appear top of the list, which
means that Google is picking up on Zenfolio.
While that might not always result in a sale,
it has resulted in my getting commissions
from magazines in other countries.”

Online Picture Proof
With its UK office based in Cambridge,
Online Picture Proof is another outfit pro-
viding a complete editable website for pho-
tographers, and/or a proofing/sales solution
that can be added to an existing site. Each
account includes what it describes as a ‘very
user friendly’ system, which allows for client
previews/proofing and online sales. Also
straightforward is its one plan, one price

A website is a virtual shop window for freelances to share their portfolios,
and publicise their contacts and commissions. Gavin Stoker canvasses
freelances to discover which web solutions work best, whether you’re setting
up from scratch, bolting on e-commerce, or looking for a host 
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structure, with access provided to all its serv-
ices for £20 per month plus VAT. 
There aren’t any set up fees, and no com-

mission is charged on sales. In addition,
Online Picture Proof is moving with the
times, by launching a free iPhone app for its
customers, plus there is the ability to trial the
main website service free for 30 days.

www.onlinepictureproof.com

Keith Sharples
Portraits, weddings and fine art photographer
Keith Sharples sought out Online Picture
Proof as a website provider because, he says,
“I need to show pictures via galleries and
slideshows. I wanted something that wouldn’t
require me to know coding to either build or

update. I took advice from other photogra-
phers on forums, and Online Picture Proof
seemed to offer the perfect package.
“I wanted the ability to sell pictures from

the site - and it’s a lot simpler if customers can
both see their images and order them online. It
doesn’t tie up time, whereas before I would
have to sit with clients and show them an album
or show them previews, which I always felt was
exerting too much pressure. I’d much rather
they view online, and order pictures if they
want them; and with Online Picture Proof that
was all very simple to set up. 
“Plus, when a client places an order, the sys-

tem of paperwork that flies around is brilliant. I
get a form with all the images on it that the client
has placed in their shopping cart. I know exact-

ly what they want, and they can print off a copy
if desired, so we haven’t got different scraps of
paper. And payment is secure via PayPal. 
“In terms of level of service and value for

money, I’d rate Online Picture Proof as
superb, as is what you can do with your site
using the Wizard provided. You can main-
tain it yourself, and support and backup are
faultless. When I was trying to set up a
slideshow, they got back to me within hours,
full of advice, and suggested they would even
do the first one and talk me through it.
“The site has most definitely brought me

custom. Their search engine optimisation
works perfectly. I’m coming up on the first
page of web searches in my area, if not num-
ber one.”             

This spread © Duncan Grove
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Amazing Internet
Experienced Teddington-based website
provider Amazing Internet offers three servic-
es to its photographer customers. Top of the
pile is a Custom, bespoke build. The mid-range
solution is the Pro Series, at 1/3 of the price of
Custom, which lets users choose from designs
that Amazing Internet then customises; while
the most affordable Portfolio option is simply
to choose from a range of existing templates,
with Silver, Gold and Bronze packages offered. 
Amazing Internet adds that sales galleries

can be bolted onto all three of these solutions.
It can additionally provide matching blogs,
SEO, and links to Facebook and Twitter, and
always makes sure clients can change pictures
in their galleries at any time, whether Custom,
Pro or Portfolio Series sites. 

www.amazinginternet.com

Kate Hopewell-Smith
Featured in f2 vol 4, no 3, fine art portrait
and wedding photographer Kate Hopewell-
Smith decided to go with a top-of-the-range
bespoke build option from Amazing
Internet. “I was made aware of them through
Aspire, the photography training programme
run by Catherine Connor”, says Hopewell-
Smith. “My background was in media and
marketing, and I spent a few years working
with the web, so I understood what I
required from my own site, even though I’m
not a techie.
“It was fairly crucial to me that whoever

built my site were nice people, and that they
understood the power of branding - which is
a critical part of my background, but one I’ve
found massively lacking in the photography
world. There’s a real sense of websites all
looking the same, and a lot of photographers
use template sites, which furthers that
impression.
“I know photographers just think they

should put their images on a white back-
ground and let the work sing, but
the reality is that a lot of people
can’t judge a good photograph,
so they need something else.
They need to get a sense
of you as a per-

son, and your website has got to reflect that,
and your positioning in the marketplace. My
website works really, really hard to do that.
“While I was looking to avoid an off-the-

peg solution, at the same time I wanted a very
simple site in terms of functionality - because
I want people to be able to look at my images
and then contact me as fast as possible. I hate
hanging around for other people’s websites
to load, and music playing.
“Amazing Internet really got it, and were

great. I did give them a fairly clear brief. I
invested quite a lot starting out. I thought it
was important to put money into creating my
brand. The website had to look how I want-
ed from the get-go. I went for the bolt-on of
a blog, because I feel that’s essential, and it
sits within the website, which is brilliant,
because my blog helps drive about 75% of
my traffic. 
“The whole team at Amazing Internet

have always been hugely efficient and polite.
My site’s only gone down once in two years,
and they told me about it. And if I decide I
need something updating on the site, it’s
done within 24 hours. On that side of things,
I can’t fault them.”

HostPost
Another company specialising in providing
web services to the photographer, HostPost
was founded in 2009 by ex-freelance pho-
tographer David Herring. Past experience
had, he says, shown that big name hosts treat-
ed photographers with indifference and
lacked focus - no pun intended. 
HostPost’s most popular product is the

Totally Unlimited package on Shared

© Keith Sharples
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Hosting. As the name suggests, there is no set
limit on web space or bandwidth, or email
and ftp accounts, sub-domains or databases.
The packages also boast a wide range of
added functions and tools, plus one-click
install scripts like WordPress. The Unlimited
plan is just £4 per month, or £40 per year.

www.hostpost.co.uk

Pete Davies
Marlborough-based freelance Pete Davies,
who shoots both commercial and portraiture
work, has been with HostPost for three years.
“My previous hosts had failed to understand
that a photographer was very different to a
small local business or an online shop”, he
says. “Some of us generate tens of thousands
of images per year, and they just could never
get their heads around that. If you went a
megabyte over your allowance for the month,
they cut you off, and with cameras today, file
sizes are only going to get bigger. 
“Luckily, I saw a very small advert in a

magazine, for ‘web hosting for photogra-
phers’, which was different to the ones I usu-
ally saw. I was immediately curious, and from
day one I’ve found HostPost incredibly help-
ful, but also willing to learn what my needs
were. We just clicked.
“I’ve now found that, instead of just having

one generic ‘Pete Davies Photographer’ web-
site, what works best for me is having three
sites. I have marlboroughphoto.co.uk, which is
my shop and print service - because I also run
a mini lab - along with petedaviesphotogra-
phy.com for a lot of commercial work, plus bel-
liesandbabies.co, specialising in maternity
shoots and newborn babies. 
“I’ve seen an increase in traffic and business

since I’ve had this set up. In these hard eco-
nomic times, I would put that down to the fact
that we’re now marketing ourselves as three dif-
ferent companies. I used the Photocart system
(www.picturespro.com) to build the actual sites
- for which HostPost are an approved host, and
can handle all the scripts.
“A big appeal to me was that I’m not

restricted in terms of how many images I can
upload - I can’t really sing their praises high
enough. In terms of value for money, it’s a frac-
tion of what I was paying before. I’m paying
£150 for two years for my current hosting pack-
age. I’ve also never had any bandwidth issues, or
people complaining they can’t buy pictures
because the site’s down.”     www.hostpost.co.uk      

theimagefile
Theimagefile offers easy build websites, online
sales and marketing, and business help, all ded-
icated to the photographer - so is very much the
‘one stop shop’. MD Howard Butterfield says
that his company’s research suggests nine out of
10 people wanting a photographer look online
as a first step and, more importantly, even if
they’ve had a word of mouth recommendation,
seven out of 10 would visit a website first. 
Says Butterfield, “Whether it is the basics,

such as ensuring system availability, image secu-
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© Annie Armitage

rity, or consistency of customer browsing expe-
rience across iPhones and the latest version of
Internet Explorer, or more complex aspects of
price plans and Royal Mail postage tables, our
customers know we have it in hand.
“Just as essential is the comfort of being able

to pick up the phone and speak to someone
who understands the issues. “When it comes to
something as important as their business repu-
tation and shop window to the world, I know
this is something our customers value.”

www.theimagefile.com

Annie Armitage
Having originally set up her website along
with her business five years ago, Kingston-
based freelance Annie Armitage uses theim-
agefile for her online galleries and
e-commerce. “They were recommended by
a friend to do online sales, because I’m main-
ly a social photographer”, she explains. 
“I’ve found theimagefile to offer an

incredible service, which has enabled me to
branch out and do nursery and commercial
shoots, events and holy communions,
because people can now see everything
online. It’s proved very valuable to have a
shopping cart, and for customers to be able
to purchase pictures online too. 
“The first holy communion I did last year

generated £1800 in sales. I try to be savvy as far
as my pricing, offers and discounts go, and via
theimagefile’s system I can tailor my pricing for
each individual event. The ease of use with
theimagefile is fantastic, and the customer serv-
ice is second to none. If you go to my website
www.anniearmitage.com and click on to client
galleries, that then is the imagefile - and the way
it’s all been ‘skinned’ so that it looks like my
website is seamless. I feel it boosts and promotes
my image as a professional photographer.
“theimagefile just seems to have so much

time for people. The service element makes me
never want to go anywhere else. I also know
theimagefile have slashed their prices recently
to be even more competitive, which means I’m
saving an extra £10 a month, which was a
pleasant surprise. I’m still getting the same
level of service. I also get a discount because
I’m a member of the SWPP, so in effect that
means my membership pays for itself.
“I sometimes use the online galleries not

just for sales, but for proofing too - for exam-
ple if some of my clients come for a personal
viewing, but they also want to have their
images online for family and friends to see.
As a result, I’m looking at setting up a mini
website just for my clients. At the moment, I
fulfil all my clients’ print orders myself - but
that’s just because I’m a bit pernickety.”
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Layerspace
Layerpace’s unique selling point is elegant, min-
imalist designs, which make it easy to produce a
slick, professional website in minutes, without
the visual clutter often present on photogra-
phers' websites. It combines this with a simple
and intuitive content management system, pro-
fessional features such as e-commerce and
online proofing, plus what it describes as rea-
sonable pricing. New features are added regu-
larly, often after requests from customers which,
Layerspace says, it does its best to implement if
possible. The latest feature is drag and drop
menu ordering, for rearranging the menu of
your website. www.layerspace.com

Ruth Crafer
Portrait photographer Ruth Crafer came across
Layerspace via a friend’s recommendation. “I’d
tried other templates, but found them clunky
and not very photography friendly”, she says. “I
couldn’t afford to have someone build me a
bespoke site, so it was a real joy to find a solution
that was aesthetically pleasing. Plus, MD Andy
Eaves is a photographer, so he understands
what a photographer needs from a site. 
“My site is simple and easy to manage,

which is really important. I do use Photoshop,
but I can’t be doing with time wasting and get-
ting someone in to make changes. Layerspace’s
extended facilities, like a lightbox for clients to
make image selections, directly linked to their

personalised web page, are really slick, as is the
ability to sell images from the site. 
“But what I really like about Layerspace is

the ability to do add-ons at the press of a but-
ton, instead of rebuilding the site. I can under-
stand a bespoke site is fantastic if you can
afford to have that done, but they’re not always
that easy to manage, whereas Layerspace
seemed to tick all the boxes for me. I used their
templates and built the site myself. 

“And even if I do have the odd question,
it’s dealt with very quickly, clearly and simply
- the technical jargon is kept to a minimum.
All I want to know is how I resize my logo.

They’re very good at appreciating that, and
not going into reams of stuff you don’t need
to know.
“And also it’s an affordable thing, with

the ability to just stop at any time. You get an
element of free trialing too, which is great,
but for a monthly outlay of not very much
you’ve got a wealth of facilities and advice at
your fingertips. And you can give them feed-
back and have them evolve with you - even if
you’re on the template package. You can
change the whole look and freshen up your
website in 10 minutes. I’m very happy.”

Clikpic
Clikpic specialises in providing websites for
photographers and artists from just £40 a year.
Its easy-to-use admin system combines with
professionally designed templates and a vast
array of customisation options to allow pho-
tographers to build their own website with the
minimum amount of hassle, technical expert-
ise and cost. In recent years Clikpic has intro-
duced dozens of customisation options to help
users create bespoke websites, so photogra-
phers can take pride in their own unique look,
feel and structure. These features are available
to all levels of subscribers. So for only £40 pa
photographers can get online with a website
that they have built just as they want it, and
with minimal technical expertise required.”

www.clikpic.com

“It’s essential to
choose an outfit that
understands the
specialist
requirements of
photographers  – not
least the ability to
upload a lot of
images”
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Ewan Mathers
Derby based portrait, fashion and commer-
cial photographer Ewan Mathers (featured
as Turning Pro in f2, vol 6 no 2), says that he
started with Clikpic not long after they’d
started, five or six years ago. “At that time
there weren’t that many templates available”,
he says, “but then again I wasn’t a full time
pro, so it was a bit of a project. I wanted
somewhere I could post the pictures I’d been
taking, without a big expenditure. I also
wanted something I could entirely control
myself, with the opportunity that, as I got the
hang of it, I could make changes. I wanted to
move as far away as I could from the regular
templates.
“I carried on with Clickpic as I went pro

in 2008. Initially, the site looked pretty but
couldn’t be found, so I did some work on
SEO, which caused me to go from page 68
on Google to being fifth or sixth on the first
page, and I’ve been there ever since. With
Clikpic, you can set up a standard site in sec-
onds and that’s great, but if you want it to be
found there’s a little bit of work to do - like
getting all your images correctly titled - but
the ability is there. 
“I keep an eye out for when they have

updates, have a play, and if it works, it works.
Like there’s the facility to link your Flickr

stream to your account, which they’ve just
brought in.
“The level of service and value for money

is excellent. They've always been very fast
and helpful. It’s so inexpensive that it does-
n’t take much in terms of work to cover the
cost of it. I’m finding people getting in touch
through the contact form on there, so it def-
initely works. 
“One thing about Clikpic is that updat-

ing content is a doddle, and if there is any
problem, they fix it very quickly. But the
basic appeal is that you can have a website
that looks great within minutes. You can
take your time after that to refine it. So
about two or three times a year, I’ll spend a
couple of days ‘breaking’ it, and then put-
ting it back together so it does something
slightly different, and also because the
work I do varies.” f2
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